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By the last decade of the Cold War US analyzes increasingly held that the
once “maverick” Romanian Communist regime was maverick no longer. Already
by the middle of the decade many of the best-informed specialists on Eastern
Europe were, for example, convinced that previous analyses had “overemphasized
Romania’s independence within the Warsaw Treaty Organization in contrast to
the ‘loyal five,’” and that exaggerated attention to apparent Soviet-Romanian
differences was also “prone to exaggerate the fidelity of the rest of the Warsaw
Pact.”2 Romania’s “severe economic problems and dependence on Soviet economic
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support,” it was now believed, had enabled Moscow to “bribe” it “with energy
supplies to gain its assent, or at least acquiescence, to Warsaw Pact decisions,”
transforming it “into a more cooperative ally.”3

A few analysts insisted that Romania defiance of Moscow had been a pose all
along; that instead of being a “maverick” Romania was Soviet “Trojan horse,” and
that secret servitude to Moscow was the defining characteristic of the regime in
Bucharest.4 These analysts argued that gullible Western political and opinion
leaders had been led down the primrose path by a conniving Romanian leadership,
which never stopped working against US interests on behalf of the Kremlin.
According to this line of interpretation, every demonstration of Romanian opposition
to the USSR and every instance of admirable policy or behavior from Bucharest
was part of an elaborate plot to gain undeserved Western confidence or to deceive
the Romanian people.5

Within increasing frequency during the run-up to Romania’s December 1989
revolution, the country and its leader were depicted as responsible for deliberately
provoking international tensions and benefiting from them6; as advocating and
preparing for military aggression in Europe7; as conspiring with rogue states against
the US8; as conducting covert nuclear and bacteriological weapons programs9;
and as engaged in a policy of “cultural genocide” against their minorities.10
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Allegations of extreme chauvinism, especially among the Romanian military, were
so persistent during the 1980s that US intelligence incorporated ethnic conflict
and pogroms against the Hungarians in Transylvania as one of its likely scenarios
should instability ensure in Romania.11 According to a mid-1988 assessment, a
“widespread uprising” resulting in “near-anarchy could lead to a seizure of power
by the military,” while domestic violence could “turn into ethnic violence directed
at the Hungarian minority in Transylvania.”12 Within several months of the
revolution this somber portrait was seemingly confirmed by an ethnic clash in
the Transylvanian town of Târgu Mureº, which the international media presented
as an attack by rabidly chauvinist Romanians against ethnic Hungarians, and which
was then assimilated to Holocaust-era anti-Semitic pogroms.13

Post 1989 Warsaw Pact archival discoveries and investigations by US and
international monitoring bodies disproved every one of these pre-1989 allegations.
They also revealed that Bucharest continued to defy Moscow on “almost all
agenda items” within the Warsaw Pact.14 Indeed the Romanians had fallen so far
afoul of the USSR by the end of the 1970s that their country had been transferred
within the KGB from the department for collaboration with other fraternal socialist
state security services to the department dealing with enemy NATO states (and
Yugoslavia and Albania).15 The KGB even regarded Romania alongside the US,
West Germany and Israel as a center of anti-Soviet subversive operations targeting
the peoples of the USSR.16

In fact, post-communist archival revelations and inquiries failed to confirm
any aggressive military preparations by Romania against any of its neighbors —
despite the often vitriolic language exchanged by Budapest and Bucharest at the
end of the 80s. Nor were any weapons of mass destruction discovered on or as
ever having been on Romanian territory.17 Instead of a chauvinistic military
chomping at the bit to launch pogroms against ethnic minorities, the Romanian
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Armed Forces actually played a critical mediating role between peoples and
states after the revolution — one that Budapest publicly acknowledged.18

The original film footage of the allegedly Romanian-provoked ethnic clash in
TârguMureº inMarch 1990— long-denied investigators— and interviews with the
British director and journalist presenting the story to theWest have since revealed
quite the opposite.19 The larger group of demonstrating ethnic Hungarians (a local
majority) had attacked the ethnic Romanians and the victim of the brutal beating
portrayed in international print and broadcast media as an ethnic Hungarian attacked
by chauvinist Romanians was in fact an ethnic Romanian attacked by Hungarians.20
The British journalists reporting the event had been provided scripts interpreting
the event for them by their Hungarian interlocutors, which theywere unable to submit
to factual verification since they had not interviewed any of those involved.21

The burning question is how and why did the overwhelming majority of US
analysts get Romanian developments and intra-Pact dynamics related to it so
completely wrong? Certainly, these erroneous conclusions were rendered plausible
by the logic of the situation. The domestic economic and political environment
within Romania was degenerating so rapidly as to appear to be in freefall, while
liberalizing reforms of any variety were rejected out-of-hand by an aging and
increasingly capricious dictatorship.22 Domestic irrationality was thus presumed for
external behavior as well.
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After the fact, the accelerated decline of the situation within Romania was
often cited as motivating this paradigm shift. However, this is hardly a satisfactory
explanation for why Romanian foreign and security policy was so wrongly perceived
in the United States. In the first place, the shift in interpretational paradigm
occurred during the first half of the 1980s, at least a year prior to the advent of
Mikhail Gorbachev and his liberalizing reforms.And several years before Gorbachev
finally gave up trying to resurrect the Soviet empire according to a template set
out by his patron, Yuri Andropov, and started pursuing his “New Thinking” in
foreign relations.23 In 1984, for example, there was no political liberalization
going on within the Bloc that would have qualified Bucharest as a laggard.24

During 1982-1984, for example, Soviet leader Andropov attempted to exert
greater Soviet control over the other Warsaw Pact members while imposing a
crackdown against dissidents throughout the Soviet Bloc.25 Martial law had
been implemented in Poland— and, although formally lifted in 1983, its abusive
restrictions were very evident into the late 1980s.26 And Bulgaria continued to
practice an atrocious repression of minority identity throughout the decade.27 Even
Hungary was compelled to temporarily harden its line on political dissidents.28
The crackdown within the USSR on dissidence was, of course, among the worst.
And, as had been the case for almost forty years, the ethnic Romanian “Moldavian”
majority remained the most disenfranchised of any titular nationality among the
Soviet Republics.29
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The only vector along which Romania clearly had earned its categorization
of the “worst” was in the standard of living. Romanians suffered beneath the triple
burden of dysfunctional command economy, draconic belt-tightening introduced
since 1981 in order to repay the national debt, and the lack of any Soviet (or
Western) subsidies that Moscow regularly provided to all of the other Pact members
in order to prevent popular dissatisfaction from threatening Communist rule.30
Here as well, however, the degree of comparative difference was considerably
mitigated by seriousness of the economic malaise throughout the Soviet Bloc.31
It is a central contention of this study that persistent USmisapprehension of Romania
can best be understood not primarily as a rational response to a degenerating
internal situation but as the reflection of inherent vulnerabilities of the analytical
process in conjunction with purposeful misinformation that exploited those
vulnerabilities.32

Romania as Analytical Problem:
A Legacy of Misapprehension

[…] The basic problem was that Romania was an anomaly within the Soviet
Bloc.

Romania posed such a major analytical challenge first of all because its most
fundamentally anomalous characteristic — that its legitimacy and existence as a
territorial state had been contested by all other Communist parties (and even
Marxist-Leninist ideology itself) for two decades immediately before they took
power in their various countries — was overlooked entirely by analysts in the
US and in theWest generally. The likelihood, indeed, the inevitability of Romania
defiance at the first opportunity was therefore grossly misperceived as exactly
the opposite; and analyses limited their considerations of significant variables to
the existence of overwhelming Soviet coercive force (rather than Romanian interest
or the limitations facing the exercise of such force).

Institutionalized analytical processes do not easily account for anomaly. The
occurrence of the probable, the anticipated happening, the continuation of present
trends — none of these pose any problem for analysts whatsoever. Anomalies,
in contrast, constitute improbable surprises. And it is difficult to prepare for
something that will by definition find us unprepared.
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It is especially difficult to accept that the improbable has actually occurred
when it has serious implications for our existing paradigms. We have quite an
array of coping mechanisms for ignoring, dismissing or assimilating anomaly within
the current framework of our understanding, even after that anomaly has planted
itself directly across our path. It is extraordinary how often the elephant enters
unobserved, and how few see it when it is in the middle of the room, where even
the observant would rather rationalize its existence.

In large part this state of affairs can be attributed to several of the usual
suspects that perpetrate error in intelligence analysis— cognitive bias, organizational
pathology and intentional disinformation.33 Cognitive biases are mental models
misapplied. Mental models that normally enable more rapid comprehension
become biases when they are inappropriate to the situation. They constitute the
things already known to be true and on the basis of which new information is
processed, making it easier for information confirming “known” truths to accepted
and extraordinarily difficult for contrary information — or anomaly — to receive
fair hearing or serious consideration.

Cognitive biases focus attention in particular directions and away from others.
In one sense they operate like a telescope that brings enhanced clarity to a finite
range of elements while blinding us to what lies beyond its field of vision. When
mental models are appropriate they aid us in arriving quickly at fairly accurate
understanding. When they are not, their impact resembles that of a long-distance
shot that is only slightly skewed at the muzzle but miles off at the target.

Organizational pathologies include a variety of lesser biases, fallacies and
dysfunctional practices inherent to the institutionalized intelligence process. Topping
the list are compartmentalization and secrecy, which become pathological when
critical information is not shared and therefore cannot clarify or correct analysis
conducted by other compartments. Another repeat offender is “hindsight bias,”
whereby analysts continue to employ previous conclusions and assessments in
drawing up current assessments long after the evidence on which the previous
assessments were based has been proven false, superseded by better information, or
otherwise discredited.

Disinformation — the insertion of purposeful misinformation into the
communications system of an adversary to mislead elites and/or publics — is not
inherent to the institutionalized intelligence process but it is often designed to
exploit the inherent vulnerabilities of that process.34 Disinformation can seek
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to damage the relationships and reputations of entities, individuals or policies, or to
enhance relationships and reputations through “prestige building” operations. It
often seeks to induce action or inaction by its target against the target’s own interest.
And it is most effective when specifically keyed to the cognitive biases of the
target, thus confirming what is already believed. Rarely do we scrutinize closely
apparent confirmations of those things we ‘know’ to be true.

The Underlying Cognitive Bias:
Romania as “Least Able” to Defy Moscow

The most persistent cognitive bias driving misapprehension and giving rise
to several other biases was the perception of Romania as the Soviet satellite “least
able” or likely to challenge Moscow. This was already firmly established by the
time the CIA was formally created in 1947, based on the first-hand observations
of the brutality and pervasiveness of Soviet suppression by Office of Strategic
Services personnel at war’s end.35 According to a 1949 assessment, for example:
Romania, where Soviet control is virtually complete, is considered least able
under present conditions to break away from its Kremlin masters. … The present
trend toward complete Soviet domination of Romania is expected to continue [thus]
bringing the country ever closer toward incorporation in the USSR. Defection of
the Tito type is unlikely, primarily because of ample Soviet military strength in
the country. Although individual Communist Party members may be replaced
occasionally, such nationalistic deviationism as exists cannot be considered a threat
to the stability of the pro-Soviet regime.36

The assessment continued in such a manner as to ensure that any outreach
from within the Bloc would be treated as insincere (a safe bet under Stalin). The
Eastern European regimes were “expected to remain basically antagonistic toward
theUS” in linewith Soviet policy, while “any relaxation of this policy”was prejudged
unequivocally as “temporary and purely for opportunistic reasons.”37 If Romania
was the “least able” to “break away” from Moscow, Poland was viewed as its
diametric opposite and designated the “most likely” to try and shake off Soviet
control (and, by the mid-1950s, Hungary was labeled as “the most troublesome.”)38

During the early 1950s, as Romania first began manifesting an ostentatious
insubordination surpassing that of Poland and Hungary, analysts made sense of
it by using standard coping mechanisms that did not threaten underlying biases
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or previous assessments.39 When it could no longer be ignored, Romanian defiance
was viewed along a spectrum, with the points at either end and in the middle
eventually becoming full-blown cognitive biases of their own.40 At one end, that
defiance was held to be a complete deception — a feint designed to enable
Romania’s infiltration behind enemyWestern lines. In the middle, it was viewed
as a slightly less sinister egotistical grandstanding lacking any policy-relevant
significance— “a tale told by an idiot, full of sound and fury, signifying nothing.”41

At the other end of the spectrum, it was viewed as a genuine but “limited”
phenomenon; a closely circumscribed “semi-autonomy” or “quasi-independence.”
This variant usually held Romanian performance to be the showy tip of a much larger
East European iceberg, where the other Pact members were involved in an even
more substantial “covert opposition,” quietly lending “tacit backing” and “limited
support” to the Romanian drama queens.

The most convenient way of coping with unanticipated Romanian defiance
was not to cope with it at all, but to ignore or dismiss it altogether, as a stunt
calculated to deceive. Thus, Bucharest’s periodically spectacular defiance of
Moscow was interpreted as harmless in terms of Soviet policy aims and as part
of a larger deception in which Romania sought to breach the defenses of the West
in order to undermine it from within at Kremlin behest.

Such was the case, for example, with the “unprecedented” December 1955
approach by the Romanian party leader Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej to the head of
the US Legation in Bucharest. Gheorghiu-Dej “stressed toAmerican envoy Thayer
the need to build up close cultural and economic relations between Romania and
the United States” and “promised Romanian cooperation in removing the retaliatory
measures which have been set up in the past.”42 Thayer, who paradoxically was
among the first US observers to note that the Romanians were “really trying to
get out” from under the thumb of Moscow, assessed this extraordinary approach as
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unserious, recommending that it not be followed up with concrete action on the
American side.

Thayer’s dismissive recommendation was eloquent testimony to the strength
of cognitive bias. The Romanian prime minister had approached him on the same
topics the month before; the very public and lengthy December discussion with
Gheorghiu-Dej included the same prime minister, a former prime minister, and the
foreign minister.43And Thayer even acknowledged that the stress by Gheorghiu-Dej
on the “build-up [of] close personal, cultural and economic relations” with theWest
was the “official Romanian slogan with allWestern diplomats during the evening.”44

The strength of bias partly explains the dismissive rationale given for manner
in which the Romanians ostentatiously ignored the efforts of Soviet Ambassador
Andrei Epishev “to break up the two-hour conversation.”45 On the one hand, the
CIA commented, the Romanians had already been showing a similar “lack of
respect” for Epishev’s predecessor at the Soviet Embassy in Bucharest.46 On the
other, Epishev was characterized as a “career party hack” and assessed as being
of lesser importance than Mark Borisov Mitin, the Soviet chief editor of the
increasingly moribund COMINFORM journal based in Bucharest (soon to be
moved to Prague and renamed Problems of Peace and Socialism/World Marxist
Review).47 As Thayer reported back to the State Department: Soviet Ambassador
throughout did everything possible break up conversation, which lasted about two
hours, but was ignored by Rumanians. Western diplomats report unusual lack of
respect shown by Rumanians for Soviet Ambassador but warn this should not be
taken as indication Rumanian independence but merely due weakness particular
individual. They commentYugoslav party first time top Rumanian officials willing
have relaxed conversations with West.48

However, Epishev was something more than a “party hack” and very far from
a “weak individual.” Described by other East European military officials as “one
of the most sinister Soviet officials” in their acquaintance, General Epishev had
been head of Cadres in the CPSU CC after the war and then Deputy Minister for
State Security (MGB, one of the KGB’s immediate predecessors) shortly before
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his appointment to Bucharest.49 A specialist in the political control of both civilian
and military cadres, Epishev was also a member of the Soviet leadership’s
“Moldovan Clan,” and had served as political commissar under Generals Khrushchev
and Brezhnev in the Ukraine during the war and then in the occupied Romanian
territories that became theMoldavian SSRwhen Khrushchev was imposing a brutal
Russification on the people and the province at the end of World War II.50

The circumstances of his appointment alsowere entirely exceptional. Immediately
after Gheorghiu-Dej requested the withdrawal of Soviet troops in August 1955,
Epishev was suddenly made a diplomat and appointed Soviet Ambassador to
Romania. His appointment was so precipitous as to require the early withdrawal
of the currently serving ambassador, L.G. Melnikov — himself an infamous
Russifier and former Ukrainian party leader.51

After more than five years in Bucharest, and another two in Belgrade, General
Epishev became head of the Soviet military’s Main Political Administration; the
political watchdog over the entire Soviet armed forces and over all of the armies
of the Warsaw Pact. He held this post for twenty-three years, from 1962 until his
death in 1985. As MPA chief his primary concern was the political reliability of
the officer corps and “the corresponding ethnic problem” in the Warsaw Pact, so
it is hardly surprising he became an enduring critic of Romania’s independent
defense strategy as threatening the cohesion of the alliance.52 He also served as
an invasion “storm petrel,” leading the last reconnaissance by senior level officers
of Czechoslovakia immediately prior to its invasion in August 1968, and again in
Afghanistan prior to its invasion in December 1979.

[…] In any case, Thayer’s advice was heeded and Bucharest’s offers were not
seriously taken up byWashington until after his departure.Meanwhile, Gheorghiu-Dej
launched his campaign to remove Soviet troops from his country at the beginning
ofAugust 1955, incurring Khrushchev’s wrath and a three-month freeze in Soviet
Romanian relations.53 Echoes of this effort that reached the CIA and State
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Department were dismissed as a Kremlin-initiated propaganda move lacking any
significance.54 In October 1956, one week before the Hungarian revolt, Bucharest
initiated a still-born effort with Belgrade to establish non-intervention in domestic
affairs as an essential principle between socialist countries.55 The month before,
Gheorghiu-Dej had offered to assist an interested Mao Zedong in approaching the
US to resolve outstanding economic claims left over from World War II.56

On the eve of the Soviet intervention, 31 October 1956, Bucharest set out its
lobbying strategy within the Warsaw Pact for the withdrawal of all Soviet troops
and advisers, using arguments that were applicable across Eastern Europe.57 In what
may have been the combined consequence of cognitive bias and intentional
disinformation, US intelligence perceived the Romanian leadership as doing very
much the opposite, predicting “that the Romanian regimewill resist popular pressures
for removal of Soviet troops” when, in fact, the regime was busily lobbying for that
very result.58
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In reaction to the Soviet military suppression of the Hungarian revolt US
intelligence downgraded the possibility of any defiance within the Bloc (with the
partial exception of Poland). A National Intelligence Estimate of mid-February
1957 concluded, for example, that “Soviet control over the Satellites is virtually
complete and is unlikely to diminish or to be successfully challenged from within
during the period of this estimate.”59 This assessment was reified with even greater
force the following year by identifying popular revolt and defiance on particular
issues as equally improbable for any of the Satellites: “We believe that the recurrence
of popular revolt or of an attempt by a Satellite Communist party to defy Moscow
on vital issues is unlikely at least over the next few years.”60

The impact of this correlation can be seen in a February 1958 National
Intelligence Estimate that first identifies Romanian independent trends and then
assimilates them to the cognitive bias that held Romanian independence to be
unlikely: Since the Hungarian revolt, the Romanian regime has in some ways gone
farther than the other orthodox satellites in the general direction of post-Stalin
reform. It appears, for example, to be making sizeable efforts to improve living
standards and to increase trade with the West. Further, Romania’s relations with
Yugoslavia have consistently been better than those of other orthodox satellites
and it has renewed its pre-Hungary campaign to improve relations with the US.61

The same assessment then dismissed confirming information from other East
European sources and insisted that there had to be a better explanation— i.e. one
conforming to the prevailing cognitive bias — for Romanian behavior: Some
optimistic Yugoslav and Polish observers suggest that Romania is gradually
attempting on its own initiative to move toward autonomy. We believe that the
factors cited in support of this thesis can be explained more satisfactorily in other
terms— including a real need for expanded trade with theWest, internal economic
improvement, and an apparent regime desire to identity itself with the policies
of Khrushchev. We believe that if, in fact, the Romanian regime is to gain notably
greater autonomy, this would be accomplished slowly and cautiously and under
Moscow’s auspices.62
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[...] The same anticipated lack of any defiance on the part of Bucharest led
US observers to conclude that the actual withdrawal of Soviet troops from Romania
in May-July 1958 had no strategic significance whatsoever. Added only at the
tail end of the CIA’s Daily Brief for the White House and several other federal
departments as a “late item,” the Agency stated simply that the Soviet withdrawal
of “all its forces from Romania and one division fromHungary is primarily intended
to makeMoscow’s stand on disarmament issues appear more conciliatory” and “to
reinforce Moscow’s argument against discussing Eastern Europe” at the upcoming
summit.63 Likewise, Romania’s singular rejection of any supranational authority
over its economy at the immediately preceding Council for Mutual Economic
Assistance (CMEA) meeting (the two meetings were back to back during 22-24
May 1958), was perceived by the CIAonly as a “mutual rivalry and unwillingness”
among the Satellites resulting in a generalized reluctance “to go along with various
economic specialization schemes purporting to aim at a rational division of labor
within the bloc.”64

Again, the impact of cognitive bias is evident in the insistence with which any
military or strategic import was denied the Soviet troop withdrawal.65 A 1959
Estimate likewise buried mention of it in the fourth sentence of a paragraph on
“military developments,” stating simply that “Soviet divisions stationed in Rumania
since World War II were withdrawn, and Soviet forces in East Germany and
Hungary reduced—moves which had little if any military significance.”66 It was
some years before US intelligence generally recognized the importance of Soviet
“boots on the ground” for influencing Eastern European behavior, and how little very
real but not immediately present military power was able to influence that same
behavior.As the CIA later recognized: Nothing has testified to the efficacy of Soviet
military power as a direct instrument of control quite so eloquently as the consequences
of its removal fromYugoslavia, Romania, and, after a long delay, Czechoslovakia.
The mistake of withdrawal is not likely to be repeated in the foreseeable future.67

[…] Organizational Pathologies.
The Cuban Missile Crisis and Enemy-Imaging

Along with cognitive bias, organizational pathologies deriving from the need
to maintain the secrecy of information and sources as well as from the tendency to
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rely on the conclusions of former analyses in making current assessments (i.e.
hindsight bias) even after the intelligence on which those assessments were based has
since been disproven, discredited or superseded by better intelligence also bedeviled
US understanding of Romania.68 Pathological secrecy and compartmentalization
were clearly at work in US assessments of Romania’s potential participation in
a Soviet-provoked offensive against the United States and NATO.

During the Berlin and Cuban crises of 1961-1962, Moscow ordered the
Romanian armed forces to alert status without informing the RCP leadership,
prompting Bucharest to end the Soviet training of their military personnel and to
purge their officer corps. In the aftermath of Cuba, Romania launched three foreign
and security policies that it would pursue up to its revolution in December 1989:
(1) mediation and negotiation as the only permissible response to international
tensions; (2) military disengagement and disarmament; and (3)Warsaw Pact reform
towards genuine coalition. The primary purpose of all three was the constraint
of Soviet military power so that Moscow could not provoke a war, especially a
nuclear war, into which Romania could be drawn.

The first manifestation of these new policies was in a highly classified
October 1963 message from Gheorghiu-Dej to President John F. Kennedy, carried
by the Romanian Foreign Minister and hand-delivered to the US Secretary of
State.69 Gheorghiu-Dej announced to Washington that Romania was neither
informed nor approved of the Soviet missile deployments in Cuba; that Romania
would not join the USSR in any offensive attack against the US; that Romanian
armed forces were fully under national control (and therefore should not be
considered an addendum to Soviet military strength); and that Romania did not and
would not host Soviet nuclear weapons on its territory.70 On this last point, US teams
were invited to conduct their own verification on Romanian territory, easily the
most intrusive confidence-building measure to which any Warsaw Pact member
had agreed up to that point.

This was political dynamite. Romania was declaring its neutrality in any war
provoked by the USSR against the West, which held the potential not only for
serious Soviet-Romanian tensions but even for Soviet military intervention if leaked
to Moscow. Such a stance also presented the possibility of security cooperation
with the US — beginning with the Romanian-proposed confidence-building
measure of voluntary security transparency regarding nuclear weapons.
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By November 1963 Bucharest launched its official policy of mediating
international tension between all states, including the capitalist ones, which it
further underscored as a “sacred obligation” in its April 1964 “declaration of
independence.”71 ByDecember 1964 echoes of Romanian proposals for democratizing
alliance procedures and representation were appearing in the international media
as calls for “new ways of decision-making within theWarsaw Pact.”72 The heart of
these “newways” included the rotation of all command posts— a Soviet monopoly
— to non-Soviet members; an East European say over the use of Soviet nuclear
weapons deployed on their territories (akin to NATO’s “two-key” arrangements);
and collective decision-making on any combat use of the Pact’s Unified Armed
Forces. As explained to The New York Times, the Romanians wanted “to avoid a
situation like the Cuban crisis of 1962 in which foreign missiles could be fired from
our territory without our consent.”73

At the Warsaw Pact summit in January 1965, Gheorghiu-Dej spectacularly
refused to support Soviet calls for a military build-up to respond to alleged US
and NATO arms escalation (in connection with the newly-announced Multilateral
Nuclear Force that would place US nuclear missiles in West Germany) with the
counterproposal that the Warsaw Pact members engage in negotiation and
disarmament, including unilateral reductions, as the most appropriate response.74

This policy insistence on military disengagement and disarmament was the basis
for Romania’s obdurate “obstructionism” in every subsequent Warsaw Pact
encounter, including and especially those during the various heights of the Soviet
“war-scare” later pressed by Yuri Andropov.75

Unfortunately, cognitive bias and disinformation combined with the
organizational pathologies of secrecy and compartmentalization to conceal the
October 1963 message not only from America’s NATO allies but also from US
intelligence services, the message remaining from one head of state to another
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for thirty years, until it was first revealed in 1993.76 Consequently, and bearing
in mind the pre-existing image of Romania as the “least likely” to seriously
challenge Moscow, US intelligence continued to conclude the very opposite. Every
single declassified CIA assessment and community-wide National Intelligence
Estimate from 1963 through 1989 held that Romania would participate in a Soviet
military offensive against the United States and NATO.77

The furthest extent to which US intelligence was willing to go — in 1965 and
1966 — was to list Romania along with Hungary and Bulgaria as probably
showing reluctance before inevitable acquiescence.78 Consequently, US
intelligence neither sought nor perceived confirming evidence of such a rift between
Moscow and Bucharest, and Soviet complaints that Romania had broken off
intelligence collaboration with the USSR in 1963 and 1964, or Moscow’s exclusion
of an uninterested Romania from the Warsaw Pact’s offensive war planning in
1965, went unrecorded by US agencies.79 A decade later, shortly after US
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76 Garthoff (2001), pp. 149-151. There remains the possibility that the message was shared with some of

the heads of agencies but then dismissed or downgraded by them. More likely, broader knowledge of the
message fell victim to a combination of heightened secrecy and the confusion accompanying the unexpected
death of a chief executive after Kennedy’s assassination a month later.

77 See e.g. Warsaw Pact Forces Opposite NATO (NIE 11-14-75), 4 September 1975 (declassified 13
March 1996), pp. 32-33;Warsaw Pact Forces Opposite NATO (NIE 11-14-79): Volume I - Summary Estimate,
31 January 1979, pp. 63-68;Warsaw Pact Forces Opposite NATO (NIE 11-14-81), 7 July 1981, pp. 27-28, 30;
Military Reliability of the Soviet Union’s Warsaw Pact Allies (NIE 12/11-83), 28 June 1983, pp. 3-5, 7, 14. US
assessments held to this conclusion even though it was “unclear” what role Romania would play since it
“balked at any participation” in offensive operations. Employment of Warsaw Pact Forces Against NATO (NI IIM
83-10002), 1 July 1983, p. 9, CIA (See also pp. 3-4, 8).

78 According to a 1965 National Intelligence Estimate, “If the USSR should order mobilization, their
responses would probably differ, ranging from immediate compliance by the East Germans to recalcitrance on
the part of the Romanians. … In a particularly threatening situation, Romania and possibly others might
procrastinate in an attempt to remain neutral and might communicate privately with the other side.” However,
the Estimate concluded, “Because of strict discipline, party indoctrination, careful screening of officers and
key troops, and the very nature of military organization, the better East European divisions could probably be
relied upon to take part, at least initially, in [offensive] military operations in conjunction with Soviet forces.”
Eastern Europe and the Warsaw Pact (NIE 12-65), 26 August 1965, p. 5, CIA. A year later the US intelligence
community concluded that in a Soviet attack on the West, “the governments of East Germany, Poland, and
Czechoslovakia would probably feel compelled to go along, perceiving no alternative and, in this instance,
their troops would prove unreliable, at least initially. The behavior of Hungary, Romania, and Bulgaria would
be more uncertain, but Soviet planning would probably require no more of them than increased readiness to
defend their own territories.” Reliability of the USSR’s East European Allies: Special National Intelligence
Estimate (SNIE 11-15-66), 4 August 1966, pp. 2-3, CIA.

79 Soviet leader Nikolai Podgorny stated on 11 July 1964 that “Beginning in 1963, the Romanian
intelligence organs had in fact ended any sort of collaboration with our intelligence organs. This is the factual
state of affairs.” Transcript of Conversations Between Delegations of the RWP CC and the CPSU CC, Moscow,
July 1964,Meeting of 11 July 1964, Document 7 in Watts (2013); Document 4 in Vasile Buga, O varã fierbinte
în relaþiile româno-sovietice: Convorbirile de la Moscova din iulie 1964 [A Hot Summer in Romanian-Soviet
Relations: Conversations in Moscow during July 1964], Bucharest, Romanian Academy, National Institute for
the Study of Totalitarianism, 2012, pp. 4-197. The KGB chairman later confirmed to a Stasi colleague that
“beginning in 1963 there were no longer any official representatives of the two secret services, the so-called
liaison officers, in Romania or the Soviet Union,” and “only sporadic exchanges of intelligence” occurred.
Markus Wolf, Conversation with the Committee for State Security that took place between 3-6 April 1967 in
Moscow, BStU, MfS, SdM 1432, S. 2, 8; Herbstritt and Olaru (2005), p. 94. See also “New Evidence on Soviet
Intelligence: The KGB’s 1967 Annual Report, with Commentaries by Raymond Garthoff and Amy Knight,”
CWIHP Bulletin, no. 10 (March 1998), pp. 215, 218, CWIHP. For detail on the Romanian-Soviet intelligence
breach seeWatts (2010), especially Chapter 8, “Shutting Down Soviet Intelligence Networks, 1956-1963.” For
Romania’s exclusion from Pact war planning see Imre Okváth, “Hungary in theWarsaw Pact: The Initial Phase



intelligence reiterated its conclusion that Romania would be compelled to fight
on behalf of theWarsaw Pact in a general war provoked by the USSR, theWarsaw
Pact Commander-in-Chief announced that the “troops from theArmy of the Socialist
Republic of Romania were excluded” from operational “plans for joint action by
United Armed Forces of the Warsaw Treaty” precisely because Moscow proved
unable to compel their participation.80

Aside from reflecting the dysfunctional effects of pathological secrecy and
compartmentalization, the dogged inclusion of Romania as a participant — even
if unenthusiastic — in a Soviet offensive against the US bore the hallmarks of
“hindsight bias.” Throughout the 1970s, the CIA’s asset on the Polish General
Staff, Colonel Ryszard Kuklinski, repeatedly drew attention to Romania’s singular
behavior within the alliance that confirmed important aspects of the 1963
missive to President Kennedy.81 However, Colonel Kuklinski’s intelligence was
also so highly classified (COSMIC) and so closely held that it had no impact on
the military enemy-image of Romania that continued to be perpetuated by a
large part of the US intelligence community — and through them to the decision
and opinion-makers with access to their assessments — throughout the rest of
the Cold War.
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